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DAB: the future of radio? The development of digital radio in four European countries

Stephen Lax, Marko Ala-Fossi, Per Jauert, Helen Shaw

Abstract
In common with most media and consumer technologies, radio is migrating from analogue to digital operation. Europe was the first region of the world to develop a digital replacement for traditional analogue broadcast radio. The Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) project began in 1986 and the first domestic DAB broadcasts began in 1995. However, DAB has made less progress than originally anticipated: some countries are at a relatively advanced level of development while others have not really begun DAB services. This paper examines the development of the DAB service in four European countries, illustrating the variability in modes of development. The different digital policies adopted by each country is a key factor in these developments and we show how the existing state of analogue radio and the limitations of the technical system have shaped these policies.
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Digital radio reached its tenth birthday in 2005. However, anniversary celebrations have been rather muted. In contrast with digital television, where audience awareness levels are high and adoption rates similar, digital radio’s penetration into the marketplace has been minimal. Even when people have heard of digital radio, survey data shows that very few feel knowledgeable about it.

Nevertheless, most broadcasters and most governments believe that, just as most other consumer electronics is migrating from analogue to digital technology, radio too will eventually become all-digital. But development of digital radio is very variable, with some countries having a large number of digital radio services available across the whole nation, while others have very few services.
The picture is confused by there being a number of interpretations of the term ‘digital radio’. Almost all households that receive digital TV, whether by satellite, cable or over-the-air terrestrial transmissions, will also receive a number of radio stations with that service. So listening to a radio station through the TV is one form of digital radio service. A second means is to listen to streamed radio stations on the internet – this too can be regarded as digital radio. However, one of the key attributes of ‘traditional’ analogue radio is the ability to receive it in a number of locations, perhaps on a number of different portable radios located around one’s house, or on a personal stereo (such as the ‘Walkman’) or in a car. None of the existing digital television systems allow for this portability or mobile reception; it is also currently not practicable to listen to web-streamed radio on portable devices. Instead dedicated digital radio systems have been developed which replicate all the attributes of analogue radio in digital form, and the most advanced of these is the terrestrial DAB system (for Digital Audio Broadcasting), sometimes known as Eureka after the EU research programme under which it was developed. The development of DAB began in 1988 with the involvement of broadcasters and equipment manufacturers from four countries, and domestic transmissions began in September 1995. Ten years later, 28 countries were operating DAB services (World DAB 2005), mostly in Europe but also including some advanced services in Canada, and trial services in Australia, China and South Africa. Notable absentees from the list are the US and Japan, which have opted for different systems.

DAB was described from the outset as a potential replacement for analogue FM radio. Like FM it would offer high quality sound (in comparison with AM), with a range of both national and local or regional stations. The advantages digitisation would offer over and above FM included a greater number of stations, easier tuning of radio sets and the display of text services on the receiver display. The expectation was that, while DAB would remain essentially a technology for the delivery of radio services, the data carried on the DAB
transmissions could also include multimedia information, and that the radio would become a more sophisticated device, capable of receiving graphical information and the ability to store and replay broadcast audio. The digitisation of radio then presented a number of new possibilities for augmenting the service and even challenging the meaning of the term ‘radio’.

However, these advantages have not proved compelling to listeners. Sales of DAB receivers have been slow. Although they are now cheaper than a few years ago, they continue to carry a premium in price over comparable analogue receivers, and thus listeners need a clear incentive in order to make the decision to purchase. This slow growth has also made some broadcasters and governments wary of investing in the DAB system. DAB requires the allocation of new frequency space and a reorganisation of the broadcasting system, from one based on allocating particular frequency channels to individual stations, to one in which a wide frequency channel is allocated to a ‘multiplex operator’, which then carries a number of radio stations simultaneously on that channel. Thus there are legislative and regulatory processes involved. For the broadcaster, the introduction of DAB requires the conversion of its transmitter network to simulcast existing services, or the negotiation for the carriage of such services with the new multiplex operators. At the same time, the increased capacity of DAB implies that those same services will be competing with a host of new stations carried on the various multiplexes. Hence, depending on the particularities of the existing radio broadcasting landscape, from country to country there may be varying degrees of incentive for broadcasters and their governments to embrace DAB digital radio.

Thus, while some of the early visions for digital radio may have been cautious, even they appear now to have been over optimistic. Quentin Howard, head of the UK digital commercial operator Digital One, argued in 1999: ‘All media is going digital…. To think that analogue radio will still be able to hold its own in ten years’ time is unrealistic: it won’t be able to compete’ (quoted in Carter 1999: 46). Now, more than two-thirds of the way towards
that horizon, it seems clear that analogue radio is indeed holding its own and will continue to do so for many years to come. Few countries have discussed switching off analogue radio, and fewer still have actually specified a date for doing so. Once again, the contrast with television is striking, with several countries expecting to switch off analogue TV within the next decade. In attempting to explain the reasons for the relatively slow development of digital radio, the large degree of variation between different countries may well offer some clues.

The level of development of DAB services varies greatly: from none at all to relatively advanced. While, as we have noted, there are some developments outside Europe, in some cases based on quite different technical standards, it is in Europe where the most developed services are to be found. The DAB project began in Europe, and it is most advanced in northern Europe where the project’s member countries are principally located. The level of DAB service can be judged on three criteria: the geographical coverage of DAB signals; the number of stations available on DAB; and the number of receivers in use. On this basis, some countries can be considered to have well developed services: for example with wide geographic coverage and public and some commercial stations on digital, and a significant adoption of receivers by the public. Others might have a medium level of development, with some services operating but far from national geographical coverage and a consequent low take up of receivers. Low levels of development exist in other countries with often only trial DAB services and almost no public adoption of receivers. Some examples are listed in Table 1.

[Table 1 about here]

Necessarily, the picture illustrated in Table 1 represents a snapshot. Particularly in the early days of its introduction, the level of service in any particular country can change rapidly and so recording the state of development at a particular time gives only a partial
understanding of DAB’s status. Instead, a fuller understanding is obtained by looking at the development over time of DAB in different countries, and identifying the different factors which have influenced that development.

We examine here the long-term development of DAB in four countries from Table 1: the United Kingdom, Denmark, Finland and Ireland. These countries straddle the full range of levels of DAB’s development across Europe and allow us to examine the role of governments, broadcasters and the audience in shaping the development of digital radio. The UK is recognised as the leading country in Europe (and indeed in the World) in terms of the number of stations broadcast on DAB, both public and commercial, and in terms of the number of receivers in households. Denmark is also relatively advanced in having all public stations on DAB including some new digital-only stations, although commercial radio has only recently begun DAB transmissions. Here, while the number of receivers has been relatively low, in 2005 and 2006 the rate of adoption has increased towards UK levels. Finland has operated a DAB service for some years, like Denmark carrying only the public broadcaster’s stations. However take-up of receivers by the public has remained low, and the public broadcaster switched off its transmissions in August 2005, with fewer than 1000 receivers sold by 2004 (YLE 2004). Ireland never began a domestic service after initial trials, and not surprisingly almost no receivers have been bought by the public (those that have are used near the border with Northern Ireland, where there is a UK-operated service). The different approaches in these four countries demonstrate the complexity of the processes involved in introducing a new digital technological system into broadcasting, and the limitations of an approach based largely on technical assumptions adopted in the initial stages of DAB’s development.
DAB – four brief histories

The Eureka 147 project under which DAB developed reached fruition in the mid-1990s when a number of European countries began trial broadcasts, with full domestic services beginning soon after. Public service broadcasters were the first to offer digital services: in the UK the BBC transmitted its five existing stations in digital format from 1995, while YLE in Finland initially began digital-only services from 1998. In Denmark, DR began full domestic DAB services in 2002. In those early days, coverage levels were low, typically reaching around 40 per cent of each country’s population, but in the UK and Denmark coverage grew steadily as more transmitters were built (or existing ones converted), and in both countries 85 per cent or more of the population can receive DAB signals. Finland’s network has not expanded significantly, with coverage remaining at 40 per cent. As we have noted, in Ireland, no domestic DAB service emerged after the initial trials, which ceased in 1999, although RTÉ recommenced further, Dublin-based trials in 2006.

Frequencies for DAB were allocated to each country at the Wiesbaden World Radio Conference in 1995. Each frequency block carries a single DAB multiplex, and each multiplex can be coded to transmit typically between five and ten radio stations. A multiplex can be relayed on a ‘single frequency network’ to provide national services to a whole country, or used on a regional and local basis, and most countries operate both national and local multiplexes in a manner similar to the allocation of analogue FM frequencies. Digital transmission differs from analogue though in that allocating a DAB multiplex to a particular area in effect creates capacity for around ten radio services in that locality. For national networks, this is not a particular problem. Public broadcasters in most cases already operated a suite of national stations: the BBC, YLE and DR were able simply to simulcast existing stations on a national DAB multiplex, with the option of adding new, digital-only services
later. For local services however, the capacity of the new DAB multiplex would often exceed the number of existing local radio stations operating in that area. Thus the introduction of a DAB multiplex structure created a potential dramatic increase in capacity for radio stations, both local and national. At least one commentator suggested, perhaps over-flamboyantly, that the introduction of digital transmission would ‘probably mark the first time in broadcasting that there will be more channels available than content to fill them’ (Crisell 2002: 279).

In all four countries considered here, radio is strongly regulated with established public service policies, and it is to be expected that policy for digital radio would see a leading role for each country’s respective public broadcaster. The expectation was that the public broadcasters would build the first networks, simulcasting their existing suites of stations, and that in time commercial radio companies would follow this lead. The steps taken to encourage commercial radio to invest in digital radio reveal a marked difference in policy decisions taken by the different countries. In the UK, while one national multiplex was operated by the BBC, the additional national multiplex and all the local or regional multiplexes were to be operated by commercial companies, which would in turn contract with commercial radio companies in order to carry their stations, whether national or local. In most cases the fees charged to those stations for digital transmission were higher than the costs of analogue transmission, and so represented a significant cost. However, under the provisions of the 1996 Broadcasting Act any existing analogue commercial radio station which began digital transmissions would be granted automatic renewal of its analogue broadcasting licence, a valuable commercial asset and thus a significant incentive to invest in DAB.

Elsewhere, in both Finland and Denmark, no equivalent incentive was offered to commercial radio, but instead a condition of the national stations’ analogue licences was a requirement to begin digital transmissions at some later date (local commercial stations were
not expected to join DAB at this stage). Here the plan was to use the public service
broadcasters as the DAB locomotive. DR and YLE were charged with developing and
operating the DAB networks in order to develop the market. Once established or at least
demonstrated, with sufficient numbers of receivers sold, the expectation was that commercial
radio would willingly join in DAB’s further development. In Ireland, where there remains
unused capacity within the analogue FM spectrum, commercial radio companies showed no
interest in digital radio and thus the public broadcaster, RTÉ, was responsible for initial trial
transmissions but also saw little reason to continue after that.

The expectation that, other than in Ireland, commercial radio would enthusiastically
embrace DAB has not proved to be the case. In Finland, on renewing its analogue licence in
2001, the national commercial station, Radio Nova, successfully negotiated away its
obligation to transmit on digital. In Denmark, the two national commercial stations only
began simulcasting in August 2005, though rather reluctantly, both companies expecting to
lose money on their digital services. In fact, three months later one of the stations, Sky Radio,
ended all broadcasts – analogue and digital – for financial reasons, the costs of DAB
transmissions being only one, relatively minor factor. In the UK, while commercial radio
does have a significant presence on DAB, nevertheless more than half have not begun digital
transmission, principally on economic grounds: the cost is simply too high. In many cases
these are the smaller stations which are not part of the large radio groups, and which are
therefore less able to afford the investment.

The presence or absence of commercial radio on the DAB multiplexes, on the basis of
these four cases, would appear to be an indicator of the general health of DAB in these
countries. The UK in particular, and more recently Denmark, each have a level of
involvement from commercial radio, backing up the initial efforts of their public service
broadcasters. In comparison with other countries, comparatively high numbers of receivers
have been sold (see Table 1) although these sales figures represent only a relatively small percentage of households. In Finland however, commercial stations have not begun DAB transmissions and, correspondingly, public broadcaster YLE clearly sees little future in the technology having already switched off its DAB transmissions. In Ireland, as we have noted, neither public nor private broadcasters made it to air.

Hence we see in these four countries considerable variation in the implementation of a digital successor to analogue FM radio. With broad similarities in their broadcasting histories, this might have suggested that digital radio would also develop in similar ways, but this has clearly not been the case. We focus next on the differences between policies adopted by the government in each country and seek to explain these variations by examining the existing radio ‘landscapes’ which these policy decisions reflected.

**Radio landscape & factors in the development of DAB**

Radio in each of the countries studied here follows what might be termed a classic Northern European model: a strong public service broadcaster maintained a monopoly of radio broadcasting long after public service television was joined by commercial competition. In radio, the first commercial stations were local, with national or regional coverage the domain of the public service stations (though public service local radio stations already existed in the UK, provided by the BBC). In the UK, licensing of local commercial stations began in the 1970s, but accelerated after the 1990 Broadcasting Act which allowed for the rapid expansion in the number of local commercial services, the launch of three national commercial services and a number of regional commercial stations. A similar pattern developed in Finland, where initial local commercial stations have been joined more recently by regional and national
stations; in Denmark and Ireland, a third sector of much smaller, community stations developed in addition to local and regional commercial services, with one or two national commercial stations beginning in more recent years.

There have been significant differences in the rates of progress however, reflecting the sometimes precarious economic state of commercial radio. For example, Ireland’s first national commercial station was launched in 1992, but failed early on and a more careful management of licensed spectrum meant that it wasn’t for another five years that a second attempt was made to provide national commercial radio, this time successfully, with Today FM remaining the only national commercial station in that country. In Denmark, it wasn’t until 2003 that a national commercial station was licensed. The rapid growth of commercial radio in the UK during the 1990s almost exhausted the supply of FM frequencies and here, unlike other countries, the less valuable AM band (medium wave) remains extensively used for local and national commercial broadcasting. In Denmark too, expansion of commercial radio has left limited scope for expansion, and the commercial radio companies are arguing for spectrum reconfiguration to release further capacity. Finland also has only limited capacity remaining within the FM spectrum, but in Ireland the management of the spectrum has left a number of unused frequencies, and the regulator, the Broadcast Commission of Ireland, announced a further programme of licences to be awarded from 2005.

So we can begin to explain the different approaches adopted by each country’s government: while there are certainly similarities between these countries’ radio landscapes, there are also differences (Table 2). These include: the availability of spare FM spectrum; the relationship between commercial and public service radio; the balance between local and national services. These differences have all shaped the development of the DAB policy (and thus the current level of its development) in each country.
As the most advanced DAB country, the UK offers the clearest example of this shaping in its enticement of commercial radio. For, despite its rapid expansion resulting in a large number of stations, commercial radio’s success here has been qualified. Taken as a whole, its share of the audience continues to struggle to match the BBC’s, only once gaining more than 50 per cent, and declining slowly since to a low of 43 per cent at the end of 2005 (Rajar 2006). While its share of national advertising revenue grew during the 1990s when the number of stations was expanding, it has been either stable or in slight decline since (RAB 2006). With the limited availability of new FM spectrum, commercial radio could only anticipate incremental growth in analogue radio, but early decisions on digital radio policy enshrined in the 1996 Broadcasting Act made it clear that commercial radio was to have a leading role. With the awarding of the multiplex operating licences to the existing large commercial radio groups (four groups hold all the licences between them, with additional smaller partners in some instances) this represented a significant shift in weight from the BBC towards commercial radio, particularly at the national level where there would now be as many commercial as public service stations. While the additional capacity offered by DAB (approximately twice as many stations in any particular area than on analogue) would allow further expansion, the control of the multiplexes by the existing large radio groups coupled, as we shall see, with a relaxed regulatory regime, would help to give these groups a competitive advantage. The inclusion of a further particular incentive, the automatic renewal of existing analogue licences, finally persuaded commercial radio companies to risk the investment in DAB.

The contrast between the UK and Ireland is striking. In Ireland the government avoided supporting any particular technical platform for digital radio and, following a report by consultants Deloitte & Touche in 2001, adopted a two-year ‘wait and see’ policy, awaiting evidence from other countries of the success (or otherwise) of DAB. This, again, can be
explained by reference to the pre-existing state of analogue radio. Commercial radio here is mostly local (there is just one national commercial station), and in some cases very local. Meanwhile, the public broadcaster RTÉ has no local stations. Local radio has an unusually strong position in this country, with some of the highest listening figures in Europe, and collectively has a powerful lobbying voice. There is also a healthy community radio sector.

As noted earlier, the capacity exists within FM for further growth at both national and local level, though the experience of earlier failures in national commercial radio has resulted in caution on the part of the regulator in releasing spectrum and meant only measured demand for expansion from the radio industry. Thus the additional capacity offered by DAB was not a clear-cut benefit, and it was treated warily or even with hostility by the commercial radio stations. RTÉ itself was somewhat equivocal in its approach, and thus the government was under no particular pressure, economic or political, to accelerate the development of DAB.

The local nature of many of Ireland’s commercial stations and the relative strength of the community radio sector compounded the difficulties with the adoption of DAB – DAB technology is rather inflexible in comparison with analogue FM in its geographic coverage; while highly spectrum efficient for national coverage, DAB becomes far less efficient for smaller coverage areas. An indication of this indifference to DAB was given by the organisation representing Ireland’s community stations, which argued that ‘DAB is not a pressing issue for us at the moment,’ suggesting instead that progress in the UK be monitored (CRAOL 2004). The government position has remained cautious: a second consultants’ report in 2004 urged the establishment of a policy unit for digital platforms, but highlighted difficulties with DAB and suggested that ‘the business case for DAB is as yet unproven’ (OX Consultants 2004: 20). This was reinforced later that year by a recommendation from the communications regulatory body, ComReg, that the spectrum allocated to DAB should be used in fact for a terrestrial digital television system, DVB – which can, of course, also
deliver radio stations alongside its digital TV channels (ComReg 2004). Only with the potential reallocation of unused frequencies at the ITU’s 2006 Regional Radio Conference (RRC06) has interest sharpened in advancing digital broadcasting in Ireland (RTÉ 2005: 14). In Denmark and Finland, the FM spectrum also has limited capacity for further expansion. In Denmark commercial radio, which operates predominantly in local coverage areas, was effectively ruled out of DAB’s early development, as the platform’s variable efficiency in its use of frequency encourages multiplexes to be arranged to cover either the whole country or at least large regions. The DAB multiplexes are thus populated entirely by existing and new public service stations from DR, with the exception of provision for the two national commercial stations, Sky Radio and Radio 100FM. Other commercial stations, covering small geographical areas, will not find space on the DAB platform until the introduction of new L-band frequencies towards the end of the decade. With commercial radio’s audience share at around 30 per cent, and the 2005 demise of Sky Radio, DR remains the driver for DAB in line with Danish digital broadcasting policy. The DAB structure in Finland posed similar difficulties for local commercial stations: the geographical coverage area of the DAB multiplexes were regional in nature rather than local, vastly exceeding the existing reach of local stations. As early as 1995, The Finnish Ministry of Transport and Communications stated that ‘either the Finnish commercial local radio stations must be turned into regional stations with significantly larger coverage areas, or they need another, alternative frequency allocation’ (MINTC 1995: 24). As in Denmark, local stations in Finland would have to wait for L-band frequencies to become viable in future years. With the two largest commercial radio companies withdrawing plans for DAB (one, SBS, choosing instead to invest in digital TV) it was again left to public broadcaster YLE to develop the DAB networks, carrying its national and regional stations (Ala-Fossi 2001: 12).
This mismatch between DAB’s ‘local’ coverage and existing local analogue stations clearly makes DAB unattractive to these countries’ commercial radio stations. Even in the UK, where an allocation of five multiplex frequencies for local services in addition to the two national frequencies allows greater flexibility in planning coverage than in the other countries (where each had a total allocation of two frequencies) the geographical reach of DAB transmissions has tended to match the bigger ‘local’ or regional stations, leaving out the smaller commercial and the new community stations. Augmenting this more suitable multiplex geography, the UK had additional policy strategies to encourage commercial radio to become a major part of DAB from the outset. In addition to straightforward commercial incentives (awarding of multiplex licences on a commercial basis; automatic renewal of analogue radio licences) the digital radio regulator, the Radio Authority, was to take a ‘lighter touch’ to regulation in comparison with its role in analogue radio. For example, decisions about which stations should be carried on a particular multiplex were largely to be determined by the commercial multiplex operators, and such decisions were to be made on a commercial basis (with the sole exception of the obligation to carry the local BBC station if it covered the same locality). The regulator was unable to intervene in such decisions:

…the Authority is not empowered to specify the types or numbers of digital sound programme or additional services which it expects to be provided on a multiplex. …decisions about the choice and nature of sound programme and additional service providers are for the multiplex licence applicant to make (Radio Authority 2001: 21).

When the new regulator, the Office of Communications (Ofcom) took over the Radio Authority’s role in 2003, it too argued that there was less need to regulate commercial radio in the digital sector:

‘The general principle … is that as spectrum constraints lessen, the need for regulation decreases, as the market provides ever wider choice. It could be argued that, as digital take-up grows, the need for
regulation on analogue platforms will decrease, as listeners can experience the wider choice available on all platforms’ (Ofcom 2004: 57).

The lack of regulation on the composition of the digital radio multiplexes has allowed the large commercial radio groups which own the multiplex licences to increase networking between stations and to turn local analogue stations into ‘quasi-national’ stations on digital radio. Thus stations which broadcast in analogue only in London can be heard across the country on DAB multiplexes, becoming more valuable to their owners in attracting advertising revenue. Similarly, new digital-only stations launched by the radio groups are carried on most of those same groups’ multiplexes in different parts of the country. While this makes obvious commercial sense, it compounds the exclusion from DAB of smaller commercial and community stations, already facing problems with multiplex coverage areas, and this segregation has been the subject of a report commissioned by the Digital Radio Development Bureau, which recommended that frequencies for still more Band III multiplexes be found or that, as in Denmark and Finland, L-band provision be explored. However, neither recommendation is known to be a solution, and the report recommends further investigation (Smith 2005). Hence, for local and community radio stations, DAB presents some difficulties rather than opportunities.

Conclusions

The four countries examined in this study reveal quite different approaches to the launch of digital radio. Ten years ago, each was beginning from more-or-less the same position: the DAB system was proven technically but not commercially and was to be introduced into an uncertain market. A decade later four different outcomes have been reached with one country
leading by far while another remains at the starting gate (the other two being somewhere in between but moving in divergent directions in recent years). The differences result from the varied policy decisions taken by the governments and broadcasters in those countries, policies which both reflected and also reinforced differences in the existing organisation and structures of radio in each country, but which were also constrained by the technical limitations of the DAB system. The UK government has been most explicit in its policy on digital radio. In order to secure the growth of digital radio, it has been organised in such a way that commercial radio companies would be encouraged to participate, a position in evidence also in the organisation of digital television (Galperin 2004). In particular, the size of the commercial radio industry and its relatively high concentration of station ownership has meant that, as UK DAB policy evolved, the larger commercial radio companies have been able to expand and strengthen their position in relation to the BBC in a deregulating environment (Lax 2007).

In contrast, development of DAB in Denmark has been driven by the public service broadcaster DR, with little support from commercial radio. While DR maintains a substantial share of analogue listening – the highest of the four countries considered here – the arrival of local commercial radio, and still more recently of national commercial radio competing directly with its own national and regional stations, has forced DR to respond and introduce radical changes (Jauert 2003). It has expanded substantially its provision on DAB and other digital platforms such as internet radio since the relatively late launch in 2002. Here, the relative indifference of commercial radio to DAB has not inhibited growth; instead it is this augmentation of an already popular public broadcaster’s output that appears to have steadily driven recent sales of receivers to the point where approximately one in ten households have a DAB receiver, a proportion similar to that in the UK.
In Finland, with a similar radio landscape to Denmark, digital radio here has largely been underpinned by a policy commitment to increasing the availability and take-up of digital TV, which of course can also deliver digital radio stations. While public broadcaster YLE did begin transmitting services on DAB from 1998, at the same time a report for the Finnish Agency for Technology and Innovation emphasised the importance of digital TV for the delivery of multimedia services, and by 2001 YLE had decided against further expansion of the DAB network (Guy and Stroyan 1998; Autio 2001). As we have noted, commercial radio did not invest in DAB, and in 2003 the first commercial digital radio licences were awarded instead for delivery over the digital terrestrial television (DVB-T) platform rather than DAB, and now the full range of public service, commercial and digital-only services are available on this system. In 2004, the Finnish government’s communications ministry concluded that, ‘at this stage there are no particular reasons to hasten the digitalisation of radio’ (MINTC 2004: 12). In addition, Nokia, Finland’s largest company and a world leader in telecommunications, had already taken an early decision, in 1997, to withdraw from development of DAB devices in favour of concentrating on the DVB-T television platform with its greater potential for multimedia services. Its subsequent development of a mobile version of DVB-T, DVB-H (digital video broadcasting, handheld) for delivery of multimedia (including radio) has reinforced YLE’s 2005 decision to end its DAB transmissions, effectively signalling the end of DAB in Finland, with the regulator also indicating tacit support for the DVB-H alternative (MINTC 2003; Ficora 2004).

The lack of development of DAB in Ireland perhaps most clearly demonstrates the combination of factors influencing digital radio policy. With FM spectrum still available, and no interest from commercial radio in DAB because of its unsuitability for local broadcasting, the incentive for the development of DAB was more a rather abstract case of not being ‘left behind’ in the technological onward march rather than a clear economic argument for DAB’s
potential for expansion. The advice received in government consultations was generally cautious with some conflicting recommendations: initially, to wait and observe how DAB fared elsewhere; later for either a steady roll out of DAB or, conversely, for the use of the spectrum for digital TV. It is perhaps not surprising that in these circumstances, with the substantial costs of developing DAB not seen by the industry as justified, that government policy remained reticent.

We have presented here an account of a situation still under development. While the radio industry is continually changing in each of these four countries, the technological possibilities are changing faster still – during the course of this research, a number of new digital radio platforms have been considered around the world. However, the experiences of the introduction of the ‘original’ and certainly most long-lived platform highlight some of the complexities of the paths along which new platforms must evolve.

1 The authors are members of the Digital Radio Cultures in Europe research group (drace.org). The initial meetings of this group were supported by the COST programme, Action A20, The Impact of the Internet on the Mass Media in Europe.

2 One of the four groups was actually two separate companies when the licences were awarded. GWR and Capital Radio merged in 2005 to become GCap Media, which consequently owned the largest single share of the 47 commercial multiplex licences.

3 In the higher-frequency L-band, DAB can in principle operate over smaller coverage areas, although inefficiently. However, the L-band has hitherto not been used extensively for broadcasting and so it is unclear how appropriate it may prove to be in this role.
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### High levels of DAB services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Coverage Percentage</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>98% of population is covered. Public radio stations on DAB, including some</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>digital-only. Low but increasing sales of receivers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>85% coverage. Around 80 stations, public and commercial, but relatively low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>rates of receiver ownership.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>85% coverage. Large no. of stations on DAB, public and commercial (some</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>digital-only). Approx. 3m receivers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Medium to high levels of service

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Coverage Percentage</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>90% coverage. Public stations on DAB and one commercial station, but little</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>interest from commercial radio. Steadily increasing numbers of receivers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>70% coverage. Mostly public stations (some digital-only), and two</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>commercial simulcasts. Low penetration of receivers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Low to medium levels of service

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Coverage Percentage</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>40% coverage but transmission ended in 2005. Public stations only (some</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>digital only) until cessation. Low penetration of receivers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>70% coverage. Public stations mostly, some commercial licences expected to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>be granted in 2006.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>35% coverage. Public stations only, service curtailed in 2002 due to low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>receiver penetration. Government support for expansion of DAB withdrawn in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2006.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Low levels of service

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>Services exist in a small number of cities on the L-band only. Others have</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ceased and Band III trials underway in Paris. Low penetration of receivers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>Two transmitters cover parts of Budapest only. Public stations only, one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>digital-only. Almost no receivers owned by public.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ireland No DAB transmissions other than some re-launched trials in Dublin.

Table 1. DAB after ten years: levels of development of selected European countries in late 2005. Data extracted from CEPT RRC06 Working Group Report, October 2005.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geography:</th>
<th>Denmark</th>
<th>Finland</th>
<th>Ireland</th>
<th>UK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population (millions)</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>60.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area (km²)</td>
<td>43,094</td>
<td>338,145</td>
<td>70,273</td>
<td>244,101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radio began:</th>
<th>Denmark</th>
<th>Finland</th>
<th>Ireland</th>
<th>UK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National</td>
<td>DR 1925</td>
<td>YLE 1926</td>
<td>RTÉ 1926</td>
<td>BBC 1922</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of stations:</th>
<th>Denmark</th>
<th>Finland</th>
<th>Ireland</th>
<th>UK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National public</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local/regional public</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National commercial</td>
<td>2*</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local/regional commercial</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local non-commercial/community</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advertising revenue:</th>
<th>Denmark</th>
<th>Finland</th>
<th>Ireland</th>
<th>UK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radio’s total ad revenue (€million)</td>
<td>31.4</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>867.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio’s share of all advertising (%)</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average daily listening (minutes):</th>
<th>Denmark</th>
<th>Finland</th>
<th>Ireland</th>
<th>UK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>225</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>206</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Share of listening:</th>
<th>Denmark</th>
<th>Finland</th>
<th>Ireland</th>
<th>UK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All public stations</td>
<td>All commercial stations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>70</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>43</td>
<td>55</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Daily reach:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>All radio stations</th>
<th>All public stations</th>
<th>All commercial stations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>84</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>87</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>90†</td>
<td>66†</td>
<td>62†</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* One station ended broadcasting in 2005 but was replaced in early 2007.
† UK figures are for weekly reach.

Table 2 The analogue radio landscape in each country.